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Editorial: Should Old
Acquaintance Be Forgot?

The recent announcement bv the Reference and Adult Services Division
of its board's formation and ipproval of a Collection Development and
Evaluation Section raises an old specter: duplication ofinterests across di-
visional lines.

ALA affords many possibilities for duplication of interests. It cannot be
avoided entirely in an association having some divisions that serve mem-
bers in specific types of libraries and others for members performing par-
ticular functions. Unsurprisingly, the Public Library Association has a
Cataloging Needs of Public Libraries Committee. Although there are
many committees in our own Cataloging and Classif,rcation Section, CCS
did not have a Public Library Cataloging Committee before (which moti-
vated PLA to form one), nor does it have one now; for to create it now
would water down the potential impact of both committees, fragmenting
their respective memberships and causing a pointless tug-of-war between
them for energy, money, and time. Conscientious public library catalogers
join both divisions, receive both sets of membership benefrts, and partici-
pate in both kinds of projects and programs, because they are both public
librarians and catalogers. Many of us support several divisions because we
wish to receive their publications and serve on their committees.

Technical and public service librarians face an even larger impetus for
overlapping interests. Since the introduction of bibliographic computing,
we are moving inexorably toward integration of formerly separate public
and technical service units. Michael Gorrnan's "compleat" librarian is
both cataloger and bibliographer. The 1984 preconference "Converging
Catalogs-Converging Reference" explored these developments. Articles
in the literature explain ("how it happened in our library") as well as com-
plain ("how it is creating problems for us").

I do not doubt that reference and adult service librarians are keenly inter-
ested in collection development, but surely they recognae that RTSD's
Resources Section, RS, serves exactly that area. RS generates useful pub-
lications; committees cover all aspects of this essential function from col-
lection management and development to micropublishing and research;
discussion groups provide forums for librarians and vendors and for col-
lection developers in large research libraries, academic libraries, public
libraries, and gifts and exchange. Couldn't RASD's collection developers
find happiness in one or more of those groups?

Does the existence of overlapping interest areas between divisions war-
rant duplicate sections devoted to identical territory? A likely scenario
might include the following:

o Annual Conferences and Midwinter Meetings in which collection de-
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velopers are bombarded with competing programs, scheduled against one
another, on the same topics with the same speakers;

o division publications that contain articles covering the same subjects,
perhaps even written by the same authors;

o division budgets spread thinner than usual, to support-for collection
developers-two units with executive boards, committees, and discussion
groups, generating twice as many minutes, programs, publications, pa-
pers, etc., as one.

Who wins? Conference hotels, who are asked for more meeting rooms;
authors of afticles and papers, who have two places to go to get them pub-
lished; speakers on collection development, who will be chased by pro-
gram planners from both sections.

Who loses? Collection developers and conference planners, who face
proliferating meetings and programs with their associated frustrations and
costs.

RASD colleagues-please think about the implications of your action.
Collection developers have a good home in RTSD's Resources Section.
RASD collection developers should also join RTSD and participate with
us, just as RTSD members with a strong interest in database searching
should join RASD and participate in its Machine-Assisted Reference Sec-
tion, not band together and create a Computer Searching Section in RTSD.

As we begin a new year, friends, remember old acquaintances. And, in
our honest wishes to move forward with new programs, save us from be-
lieving we discovered a great new invention-the wheel.-Sfteila S.
Intner, Editor.
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l2control. And if your library is
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control to your MARC reconds before you
put them online, consider the following:

Blackwell North America has 12 years
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automated authority control edits.

We have performed subject authority
control on hundreds ofMARC databases
since LC began issuing machine read-
able subject authority data in 1973; and
name authority control on over l5O
MARC databases since LC began issu-
ing machine readable name authority
data in 1982. In addition, we were first
to offer library specific authority frles for
loading into online systems. Our staff of
authority control edilors has combined
experience ofover 33 years, and applies
manual corrections to your bibliographic
records where the automated system
stops.

Blackwell is interested in yourproj-
ect, and will deliver professional service
on schedule.
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For more information on authority control
for your library, contact Blackwell's au-
thorities on authority control at the ad-
dressbelow

Technical Seruices Division
BIITCKWELL NORTH AMERICA, INC.

@24 S.W. Jean Road, Building C
lake Oswego, OR 97034

Phone toll-free (80O1 g7 {,426

America, l9A7
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Interaction:
Letters to the Editor

From: Walt Crawford, Research Libraries Group, Stanford, California
Thomas R. Sanders' article "Uniform Title as Author: A Problem in

Online Catalogs?" (LRTS 3I(3';:23I-38) is interesting, but appears to re-
flect a problem with Auburn's NOTIS implementation, not a problem with
USMARC.

Nowhere in the USMARC formats are fields 130 and 830 called "author
fields. " Neither are the lxx fields called "author fields. " The lxx fields
are Main Entry fields, pure and simple. Field 130 contains titles, as does
field 830. The name of the field makes that clear. Nothing in MARC docu-
mentation suggests otherwise; neither does anythingin MARCfor Library
Use.

Of course it makes sense to index 130 fields as titles. Whv would anv
online catalog do otherwise?

From: Glenn Patton, OCLC, Inc., Dublin, Ohio
In his article "Uniform Title as Author: A Problem in Online Cata-

logs?" Thomas R. Sanders reports experiences similar to many other li-
brarians as they make the transition from manual catalogs to online sys-
tem. As they are presented with the many options which must be
considered and the many decisions which must be made-decisions which
often must be made quickly and which, once made, become irrevocable, at
least for the life of that online system-technical services staff and their
reference colleagues realize, as they may never have realized before, that
both the MARC formats and AACR2, in spite of efforts to the contrary,
retain a strong orientation toward card catalogs and traditionalcatalogcard
rmages.

One can hardly disagree with Mr. Sanders' premise that users of an on-
line catalog are not well served by having some uniform titles indexed as
titles and other uniform titles indexed as authors or his conclusion that the
x30 fields in bibliographic records should be placed in the same index as
other titles (fields 24x, 440, 7 40, e. g. ) . I can' t agr ee, however, that the fact
that, in one online system application, this is not true is somehow the fault
of the USMARC formats or that a chanse in the names and tass of some
fields will insure uniformity of indexing 5f fields which are alreidy clearly
identified as titles.
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personal name main entries can also be grouped with the other x00 fields
(100, 400, 600, 700 and 800) because those fields share the common char-
acteristic of identiffing a personal name.

On the other hand, the problem may be an unrealistic expeetation of
what the MARC Formats do. The document The USMARC Formnts . . .
contains a number of statements which bear on the issue of what can and
cannot be expected from the USMARC format: . . . identiff and further
characterize the data elements . . . provide for the exchange of records
between systems [but] . . . do not mandate the internal formats to be used
by individual systems, either for storage or display . . . USMARC For-
mats support the sorting of data only to a limited extent. . .

All of the things which the USMARC formats do not prescribe must be
decided by those responsible for the design of a system. . . . The best
results will come fromthe active participation of system designers and data
processing experts who understand libraries, library functions and library
users, and librarians who have a fundamental understandlng of computer
systems. Each side must be willing to educate the other and both sides need
to communicate clearly and understand each others' languages. . . .

The resolution to the indexing problem which Mr. Sanders lays out is a
good illustration of how system user groups must work to influence
changes in an existing system. Users had made it clear that established in-
dexing did not work adequately and that some frelds in the MARC struc-
ture had been incorrectlv identified as to their function and common char-
acteristics. It is unfortinate that that had not been done earlier in the
development of that system. If those of us involved in the design or selec-
tion of an online system clearly recognize our roles in various pfocesses
which are part of the implementation of a system, we can solve the prob-
lems before they become problems.

Thomas R. Sanders replies:
Mr. Crawford's points are exactly the points I was trying to make in my

article, although addressed from a different perspective [and] I find it hard
to disagree with any of Mr. Patton's main pbints, most of which are well
known in the profession.

It is certainly true that there are at least two ways to group some MARC
fields. It is also true that this construction is not uniform throughout
USMARC. While the lxx fields are always main entry, there is no 145 for
title as main entry and so the245 may aiso be mainTitry.; . . Uniform
title fields may be x30 or x40. There are other seeming inconsistencies
which could be noted, none of which should suggest that USMARC is
badly constructed. Rather, it is the product of its time and of the inevitable
give-and-take of committees. My point was not the USMARC forced im-
proper indexing but that these seeming inconsistencies might contribute to
the problem of local interpretation in developing systems. . . .

There was never any intention on my part to attack the USMARC stan-
dards. I believe that there is a potential for problems to develop in the cre-
ation of online public access catalogs because of common understandings
of what the fields represent. . . .

As I tried to set forth in my article, I see the potential for problems aris-
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a main entry and 240 if not. Not only is this division potentially confusing,
but all other lxx fields can be categorized into the traditional conCept of
"author. "

Certainly my interest in the problems of USMARC interpretation is
more intense nbw that it has a more direct effect on local operations. The

ideal and then settle for the achievable.

BIRTHS

GeorginaCathleen Cannan, Past-PresidentJudith P. Can_r_rq's new daughter, was
born Lugust 14, weighing just a shade under six pounds. Warmest congratulations
to Judy and Philip Cannan.
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Resources & Technical
Services News:
CD-ROM Takes Center Stage

Verna Urbanski

CD-ROM is a rapidly expanding field for libraries. As products stan-
dardizeand multi-si-multaneous use becomes a reality, application of CD-
ROM to a variety of library tasks becomes increasingly practical and af-
fordable. The products discussed below were selected specifically for their
relevance to resources and technical services work. They skim the entire
range of products available for library use.

Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) of Dublin, Ohio, announces
development of a compact disk (CD) cataloging system that they
have available by early 1988. CAT CD450 is microcomputer-ba
runs on an OCLC M300 or M300XT workstation. A 20M hard-di

to
and

runs on an OCLC M300 or M300XT workstation. A 20M hard-disk drive
and at least one CD-ROM reader are needed. The system uses a subset of
OCLC's online union catalog. It will have two collections, each containing
the most frequently used Library of Congress (LC) and non-LC biblio-
graphic records from OCLC's database. The Current Cataloging Collec-
tion will contain 1.4 million records on two disks. These include records in
the books format for titles with dates of 1980 to the present. The second
collection, also on two disks, contains 1.4 million records for most-used
nonbook records (all formats) plus book records with pre-1980 imprint
dates. OCLC's research indicates that these four compact disks will handle

system. When a needed record is not found on the CDs, users will have the
option to search the online system immediately or to save the search terms
for batch-mode searching. The system will download records to a local
save file and facilitate other batch-mode functions such as card production
and holdings updating. OCLC anticipates that system users could substan-
tially reduce their telecommunications costs and online system charges by

Verna Urbanski is Catalog Libranan at the Thomas G. Carpenter Library, University of
North Florida, Jacksonville.
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using CAT CD450 for the bulk of their work and going to the online system
only when necessary.

OCLC is investigating the feasibility of other online system subsets.
Candidates for publishing on CD include the entire collections of nonbook
formats, all sound recordings, serials, and materials of interest to law or
medical libraries.

R. R. Bowker's Boolcs in Print Plus and Ulrich's Plus. the CD-ROM
versions of Books in Print and Ulrich's International Periodical Direc-
tory,werelaunched lastfall and are changing the work flow in many acqui-
sitions departments. Books in Print Plus contains the entire multivolume
Books in Print, along with the Subject Guide to Books in Pint, Books in
Print Supplement, Forthcoming Books, Children's Books in Print, and
complete names and addresses of all represented publishers on a single
CD-ROM disk. The software enables users to access the Books in Print
database in the following ways, either alone or in combination: ISBN, au-
thor, title, publisher, publication date, audience, grade, language, price,
subject, and keyword. Ulrich's Plus incorporates all the information found
in Ulrich's Intentatiorwl Periodicals Directory, Irregulnr Serials and An-
nuals, and Bowker's International Serials Database Update. Search and
retrieval capabilities are similar to those for Books in Print Plus.

A simple addition to ̂ Books in Print Plus has created another useful tool,
Books in Print Plus with Book Reviews Plzs, which was developed to give
depth to the product as a selection source. It adds unabridged reviews from
ALA's Booklist, Choice, Library Journal, School Library Journal, and,
Publishers Weekly to the information available on Books in Print Plus.

Books in Print PIus, Books in Print Plus with Book Reviews Plus, and
Ulrich's Plus are soon to be joined by Books Out of Print P/zs, Bowker's
latest addition to its growing family of CD-ROM products. Books Out of
Print Plus contains 300,000 titles that have gone out of print since 1979.
The search software is similar to Books in P-rint Plus with the addition of
library formats 4,4 for author-title searches and3,2,2,I for title searches.
The system supports Boolean logic and truncation with Boolean operators
AND or NOT. Successful searches can be output in five formats: standard
Books Out of Print citation, catalog card, MARC-taggedcitation, custom-
ized citation, or detailed citation. Updates consisf 

-of 
new disks issued

glqtelly. Bowker expects to release Boolcs Out of Print Plus early in
1988. Hardware requirements for these products consist of an IBM PC or
compatible computer and a CD-ROM disk drive. New versions of
Bowker's CD-ROM products are currently being developed for use on the
Apple Macintosh.

Online Computer Systems, Inc. of Germantown, Maryland, is working
on a variety of hardware and software products with uses ranging fr-om
lmage compression and storage to packaging of some of our most familiar
library tools. LC's Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS) has announced
that Online Computer Systems had been awarded development contracts to
produce its bibliographic and authority records on CD-ROM from the
MARC database. It will be developing four products for CDS: the com-
plete database ofbibliographic records for alllormats, database ofrecords
for the books format alone, name authorities file, and subject authority
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file. CD-ROM is being evaluated for its potential as a backup system to

is in LC MARC format.
SilverPlatter Information Services of Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, is

working with several large information providi:rs to create a variety of
CD-RO-M databases. Of frost immediateinterest to resources and techni-
cal services librarians are A-V Online and LISA, both of which are updated
annually with a replacement disk.

A-V hnlineis th6 database ofthe National Information Center for Educa-
tional Media (NICEM). It incorporates cataloging from I C, publisher's
catalogs, and library collections.-Citations include annotations and subject
descriftors, audience levels, and names and addresses of distribution
sourcei. Thus, it is useful for both cataloging and acquisitions informa-
tion.
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L1S,4 makes available the complete Library & Informntion Science Ab-
stracts database. The frle covers 1969-86 on a single disk. There are
81,000 entries from 550 periodicals, plus citations for monographs and
conference proceedings on library and information science, online infor-
mation retrieval, new information technologies, and publishing. It can be
searched using full Boolean capability (AND, OR, NOT) as well as prox-
imity searching (i.e., searches on words adjacent to one another) of the
disk's full text. LISAhas great potential for any library professional who
writes or researches in the field.

The products discussed here represent one side of the CD-ROM story.
They are ready-to-go, prepackaged, information-enhancing services. An-
other potential application of CD-ROM is the individual library's master-
ing of its own institution-specific CDs. Meridian Data, Inc. of Capitola,
California, introduced CD Publisher as the first complete IBM PC-based,
in-house CD-ROM premastering and simulation tool.

CD Publisher \s alarge-capacity hard disk and tape subsystem expand-
able to 24NM.It includes a rlz-inch,9-track tape drive. An SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) host adapter card provides the interface be-
tween an IBM XT or AT slot and the CD Publisher. The system allows an
agency to create a fully tested, formatted premaster tape ready for disk
pressing. Meridian Data indicates that CD-ROM database preparation can
be done by a person who knows MS-DOS (or PC-DOS) and has some ex-
perience with database design, i.e., has used a PC for creating, manipulat-
ing and storing files. The system's price (from 300M for $28,500 up to
24WM for $79,900) puts it beyond the reach of most libraries, but its exis-
tence is an indication of the importance and potential of CD-ROM.

This isjust abrief introduction to some interesting CD-ROM products of
current research and development that are applicable to resources and
technical services. Readers interested in staying abreast of products or
reading about the technology may want to consult CD-ROM Review, an
independent journal issued six times a year by CW Communications/
Petersborough, Inc. of Petersborough, New Hampshire. Meckler Corpo-
ration of Westport, Connecticut, has renamed Optical Information Sys-
tems Updnte/Library and Information Center Applications. Titled CD-
ROM Librarian since the July/August 1987 issue, it will be published ten
times a year, beginning in 1988, and will feature news, editorial comment,
product reviews, and articles about CD-ROM hardware/software devel-
opments and applications intended for the library community.

For further information about the products mentioned, contact

OCLC
Compact Disk Cataloging System
Marketing & User Services Division
6565 Frantz Rd.
Dublin, OH43Ol7-WOZ
(614\7&-6000
Contact: Linda Sharp

Bowker Electronic Publishing
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245W.17th St.
New York. NY 10011
(2r2) 337-6989
Contact: Robert Allen

Online Computer SYstems, Inc.
20251Century Blvd.
Germantown, MD 20874
(3Or) 428-37N
Contact: JosePh P. Florio

Faxon Company
15 Southwest Park
Westwood. MA 02090
1-800-225-6055
Contact: LINX Services

SilverPlatter Information, Inc.
37 Walnut St.
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181
(617\239-0306
Contact: Chris Pooley

Meridian Data, Inc.
4450 Capitola Rd.
Suite 101
capitola, cA 95010
(408) 476-58s8
Contact: John Ahrens

CD-ROM Review
Subscription DePt.
P.O. Box 921
Farmingdale, NY t1737 -962I

MecHer CorPoration
11 Ferrv Lane W.
Westport, CT 06880
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Mechanical Selectiont

Charles W. Brownson

Mechanical selection and expert selection are defined. The usefulness of
mechanical selection is investigated in three test cases involving contem-
porary literoture. The cost of mechanical seleaion is examined. An argu-
ment is put forwardfor more quantification in selection practice.

r
I want to discuss two common and conventionally opposed methods of
selection and, in the course of the discussion, lay out the beginnings of an
argument for more quantification in selection practice. Quantification has
been resisted by selectors, I suspect to the detriment of their control of the
selection process.

IVlncnarrrrcAt, VERsus
Exppnr Sei,ncrroN

A system of selection driven by critical judgments requiring knowledge,
training, or experience I will call expert selection. Selection criteria will

weak scholarship.

Charles W. Brownson is Humanities Coordinator of Collection Development at Arizona
State University, Tempe.
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what this method has to offer that selection by hand does not'

POPULARNOVNTs

readers. Art literature, in contrast, can easily be (and often is) of longterm
significance without having been reviewed at all or even noticed in its own
time.
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of the filter: which review medium (or media) can produce a selection of
polllq novels in the right amounts and within givdn tolerances?

we do not ask for a rank-order of novels but onty that the resulting selec-
tion contain preferentially the more heavily revierved books. whi6 some
hgSyltv reviewed books will be missed and some lightly reviewed books
will be purchased, it is_accepable if the sample is r6asonably representa-
tive and can be assembled with a minimum oTwork.

This particular problem was brought to my attention by a growing pile of
selectron torms fbr popular titles generated by my approval plan. I wanted
some meansof rapidly sor.ting these forms. Allowing the approval plan to
generate thebase list on which the filter works has some adva-ntages jin that
this material is preselected from review sources and the mass'of never-

the vendor.
ect form selections for a year. count
n frequency order by the-number of
nlysis then reveals which review me-

. The accuracy_ o_f each reviewing source is given in table 1. Accuracy is
defined as-the ability of the source to ioentiry-the target items. The figures
in the table are cumulative. Thus, the N-ew yo{rtmes Book Riview
(NWBR) is able to identify 100 percent of the titles reviewed five or more
times but only 60 percent of the titles reviewed four or more times.
, The.efficiency of each source is given in table 2. Efficiency is defined as

the ability_of the source to limit itself to rhe target items. Thui, if NIUBR is
used as a filte.-r (we u"v ql! of the 102 titles in the sample that arereviewed
there), we will acquire fifteen titles, as shown in tabl'e 3. Twelve of these
will prove to have been reviewed three or more times, for an efficiency of
80 percent.

To summarue the calculations in this example: if we are attempting to
acquire only those titles reviewed three or m-ore times. there wiil bJ44
target items and the remainder will prove to have been reviewed less than
three times. If we buy al!loztitles, ihe result will be 100 percent accuracy
and l0O^percent comprehensiveness but44percent effici6ncy. we can im-
prove efficiency to 80 percent by using N'yrBR as a filter. As a conse-

TABLE 1
Acc".*tr"Rrttrwlry

Number of reviews per title
6 5 4 3

N.Y. Times Book Review
Booklist
Library Journal
Publishers Weeklv
Kirkus Review

100
100
100
100
100

100 100 60 27 19
75 7r 67 34 28
75 86 80 61 46
75 86 87 86 81
75 86 80 84 82

No titles in the sample were reviewed seven times. The figures qiven are cumulative
percentages. T.hus, Booklist reviewed 67 percent of the tittes tf,at weie reviewed a total of
rour or more trmes. Accuracy is the ability to identiff all of the titles in a category.
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TABLE2
ErrrcrnxcY or RPvrswING MEDIA:

102 Popuren Novers

Number of reviews per title

6 5 4 3Source
N.Y. Times Book Review
Booklist
Library Journal
Publishers Weekly
Kirkus Reviews

6.7
4.3
2 .8
1 .7
1 .6

26.7
13.0
8 .3
5 .1
6.5

46.7
21.7
16.7
to.2
9.7

60.0
43.s
33.3
22.0
t9.4

80.0 86.7
65.2 82.6
75.0 86.1
64.4 91.5
59.7 88.7

No titles in the sample were reviewed seven times. The figures giver-r- are- cumulative
percentages. Thus, of ihe titles in the sample that were reviewed in Booklist about 44_per-^cent 

wer6 those reviewed a total of four br more times. Efficiency is the ability to limit

attention to only the titles in a category.

TABLE 3

Ovnnan CouPnurnsIvENESS oF
RevrnwrNc Mrotl: 102 PoPunn Novnrs

Source Titles Percent of sample revlervgll

N.Y. Times Book Review 15
Booklist 23

t4.7
22.5
35.3
57.8
60.8

Library Jourual
Publishers Weekly
Kirkus Reviews

36
59
62

The actual numbers of titles and times reviewed were
Number of reviews: 8 6F 5+ 4+ 3+ 2+ 1+
Number of titles: | 4 7 15 44 68 102

quence, comprehensiveness will fall to 15 percent and accuracy to27 per-
cent.

There is a trade-off, in this case, between efficiency and accuracy: we
can acquire more of what we want only by also acquiring more of what we
don't want. Which filter one chooses to use will depend on the weight one

chased at a cost in selector's time.

GERMAN LrrrnlrtrnB
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tempting to eliminate expert judgment, only to find a way to get along with
less of it.

Again, my problem involved the workings of an approval plan and
again, this produced a useful simplification. A select (as opposed to com-
prehensive) plan is used by the library to acquire modern German litera-
ture, so that it was only necessary to increase intake a bit by the judicious
use of form selections.

These form selections provide very little information for judging qual-
ity, but it would be undesirable (because cumbersome) to try to increase
this information with much research. As it happens, the vendor (Harrasso-
witz) provides, for both the select and comprehensive plans, an author list
that includes the major publisher for each author and some information on
publishing volume. This additional information enables us to experiment
with two criteria: press size and the tendency of a press to publish authors
on the select list (that is, the more significant authors). If we concentrate
our attention on larger presses that publish a higher-than-usual proportion
of signifrcant authors, will this be satisfactory?

First, presses are sorted by the proportion of select authors they publish.
Then, using a two-year backlog of form selections, presses are sorted
again by size; that is, the number of published literary titles that are candi-
dates for selection. The significance of this last condition is that a small
press that publishes ten works of serious literature will appear larger than a
commercial press publishing 300 works of popular literature because the
popular literature rarely appears among the vendor's form selections.
Thus, expert judgment is not entirely supplanted, but some of it is dele-
gated to the approval vendor, who decides whether an author is significant
enough to be treated by the plan. The mechanical strategy we seek refines,
by a simply administered method, the initial selection by the vendor.

The utility of combinations of press size and significance is tested by
measuring the ability of each combination to reproduce the select plan to
which we already subscribe. The successful combination is the best to use
in supplementing the coverage already provided.

The results of this investigation are given in table 4. Column one shows
the number of titles produced by the application of each criterion. Figures
in columns two to four are percentages. Efficiency and accuracy are de-
fined as before.

The approval plan is able to bring to our attention 333 items of contem-
porary German literature ayear. This is the base used to calculate compre-
hensiveness. Efficiency and accuracy are measured against the titles pro-
duced by the select author list.

When criteria are combined, the operator is Boolean. Thus, criterion
four indicates that not only must the author appear on the list but that, in
addition, the publisher must be of above-average size.

In this case, unlike that of popular novels, combining criteria results in a
less stringent trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. This gives in-
creased scope to the matter of comprehensiveness. One can achieve, for
example, an accuracy of 87 percent with an efficiency of 61, 72, or l.N
percent. Which option is chosen will depend in part (perhaps in large part)
on the amount of material one wishes to receive.
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TABLE4

CovrpurBNsIVENESs, EFucIENcY,lNo AccuRAcv or
Snrnctso Susssrs oF LIST oF
333 GrnrvrlN LrrsnenY Trrtns

Num Comp Effi Accu Selection criterion

333
258
24
206
202
170
1 5 1
145

37 72

32 7r

23 100 76

lect authors

Full author list plus all form selections

Full author list and press three times average size
All outputof presses of above-aver.ageslze thatpub-

lish at least one author on the select list
Full author list and press publishing an above-

average number of select authors
Full aut[or Hst and press both above average size

and publishing at least one select author
Select author list
Select author list and press publishing an above-

average number of select authors
Select aithor list and press both above average-size

and publishing an above-average number of se-

100 33 100'77 39 100
73 36 88
62 43 88
61 39 78
51 46 78
45 42 63
44 61 87

r27
127

t23

108

101
88

77

38 50 63
38 61 76

87

76

30 100 100
26 100 87

Column one (Num) gives the size of the subset.

the collection development process.
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CoNrnupoRARY Ponrnv
Two simple mechanical strategies were subjected to analysis. In the first

case, a statistical criterion (titles most heavily reviewed) obviated expert
selection. In the second case, the same technique was used to supplement
expert judgment. A general selection problem has yet to be analyzed; that
is, we have yet to confront the question of whether a mechanical technique
can replace expert selection. Nor has expert selection been analyzed to
form any basis for comparison of the two methods.

Let us turn our attention to a real collection, the PS3551-3576 area of the
Library of Congress classification: American authors who have come into
prominence since 1960. The Arizona State University (ASU) catalog has
been machine-readable (and hence accessible to the analysis contem-
plated) since mid-1975, coincidentally, the same year in which a subject
specialist system was put into place. Looking only at the titles published
ifter 1,97 5 will allow eiamination of a collection that has been deliberately
shaped by expertise.

Cbuld any criteria amenable to mechanical strategies reproduce this col-
lection?

Again, we are limited to criteria based on obvious bibliographic details,
chiefly author and press. If the frequency with which author and press
names appear in the record and the type of press (small, academic, com-
merciallalso is considered, the preliminary analysis shown in table 5 can
be seen.

may have been adventurous in its acquisition of contemporary poetry,
tending to seek out new poets, minor poets, poets outside the mainstream.
If so, here is expertise at work in the most positive way, producing material
by criteria that a statistical strategy could never capture.

SNT,BCTTOII COSTS AND ME,CIIANICAL EFFICIENCY

Table 5 reveals that the bulk ofthe collection (80 percent) is published by
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TABLE 5
Cnanecrnrusrlcs oF SnrecrBo Sussnrs or

421 PunrsnERs oF Air,mrucaN PoBrny 1975-84
RrpnrspNrno ru ASU ColmcrroN

Criteria based on press

Concentration
Ratio Num

Mean
titles

published Ranee

Percent of
all presses
ftot : 421\

All academic presses
All commercial presses
Commercial press publishing

an author with more than
the mean number of titles
in ASU

All presses
Commercial or small presses
Small press publishing an au-

thor with more than the
mean number of titles in
ASU

All small presses
All small presses publishing

poetry in 1984 (for com-
parison, not l imited to
ASU)

Subset

.18 421

.18  375

.18 238

.18 340

.16 477

Criteria based on author

Concentration
Ratio Num

7.3 1-50
5.0 r-22
4.2  1-18

3.6 1-50
3.1  t -34
2.4 t-20

2.8 t-34
4.O 1-60

Mean
titles

published Range

.36 49

.30 42

.30 36

1 1 . 6
r0.0
8.6

100
89.1
56.5

80.8

Percent of
all authors
(tot = 934)

Author published by a com-
mercial or small press that
published more than the
mean number of titles

Author published by any
press that published more
thanthe mean number of ti-
tles

All authors published by a
commercial or small press

All authors

1 . 5510

705

731

934

. 10

. 1 0

.09

- .26

1 . 5

1 . 6

1 . 6

r-6 54.6

r-7 75.5

r-9 78.3

1-10 100

Column two (Num) gives the size of the subset.

put of some presses has been preferred to others. Would it be possible to
use a mechanical selection device, probably some form of blanket order,
on this group?

The group of small presses may be subdivided to increase the likelihood
of receiving only desirable titles on a blanket order. Set six is limited to
small presses preferentially publishing authors that ASU collects, and this
group may be further limited to those with output above the norm of 2.4
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TABLE 6
Ercnr-ynln Cosr or purrrNc 1,911 porrny Booxs

oN THE Snrrr sy MsaNs or.BlcNrnr OnoBn

Cost/Title Total
Purchase
Selection cost
Procurement cost
Cataloging
Bind 400 titles
Storage per year

$5.00
$0.00
$2.33
$9.80
$1.s0
$0.75

$19.38

$9,555
0

s4,453
$18,728

$600
$6,452

Total for 1,911 titles $39.788
costs in tables 6-8 are estimates for Arizona State university. storage computation as_sumes an ageulsitions rate of239 titles per year;239 trfles accrue storage costs for eightyears, another 239 fot seven years, and so on.
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TABLE 7

Ercur-vEen Cosr or PurrrNc 1,093 Ponrnv Booxs
oN THE Ssnlr sv MnnNs or ExpenrrsB SnlecrtoN

Cost/Title Total

Purchase
Selection cost
Procurement cost
Cataloging
Bind 300 titles
Storage per year

Total for 1.093 titles
Estimated additional cost of out-of-print procurement

$s.00
$s.4s
$4.7s
$9.80
$1.s0
$0.7s

927.2s

$5,465
$5,957
$5,192

$10,712
$4s0

$3,689
$31,465

Purchase
Selection cost
Procurement cost
Cataloging
Bind 300 titles
Storage per year

Total

$15.00
$5.70
$s.s0
$9.80
$0.12
$0.00

$36.12

CoNcr,usroNs
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TABLE 8
CoupenrsoN oF Cosrs:

ExpsRr eNo MecHeNtcer SnrectloN

Cost/Title
Mechanical selection

1,366 target titles
545 unwanted titles

Total
Avg. cost of 1,366 titles

Expert selection case one
1,092 target titles
274 out-of-print titles
27 interlibrarv loans

Total
Avg. cost of 1,366 tifles

Expert selection case two
1,092 target titles
Resource sharing

Total
Avg. cost of 1,366 titles

$26,473
$10,562
$37,035

$29,757
$9,897

$179
$39,833

$29,757
$7,467

$37,224

$19.38
$19.38

$27. r1

$27.25
$36.12

6.62

$29.16

$27.25

$27.2s
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suqgests that, however cautiously, we would like to use cheap substitutes

i;i"";;;r*; 
"ip"ttit". 

The beit'strategy would be to acquire the easily

id;tift;i,T; ila;iiJ by some mechanicii means and utilize expertise to
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The Teaching of Cataloging
in U.S. Library Schools

Roxanne Sellberg

U.S. library schools have recentl;
ans inadeqwtelYfor cataloging ar
ations. Historical review reveals t
tibrary school curricula has bee
while, the challengesfacing catah
knowledge needed bY new catalo
school iitoowide to be bidgedbl
gree program. In order to ensurl
creaiive catalogers, large resear
work in partneiship to develop programs, facilitate.imlgrt?nt l1y 

'"-

search iitto catalog problems, and create q market in whtch catalogers

are rewardedfor lhZir expertise and responsibiliry'

Roxanne Sellberg is I/O Bibliographic Database Coordinator and Head, I/O Catalog Man-

agement Departfrent, Indiana Unilersity Libraries, Bloomington'
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Hrsronrcll, BacrcnouNo

A decade later, a new period ofdevelopment in library education began
when the library school of the Armour Institute was moved to the Univer-
sity of Illinois. In the following years university library schools became the
norm. There is little evidence that academic association had much effect on

The effect of increased attention to theory was not addition or lengthen-
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competed with newer and more exciting elective subjects for students' at-
tention. Most new graduates were not ieady to assume the duties of cata-
loging.specialists in large libraries or to caialog part-time competently in
small libraries. At the same time, new codes and standards se6med t6 be

A number of schools reduced their cataloging requirements, and 11.7
percent.dropp_ed cataloging altogether from theii required core curricula.
According to Marco,
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cataloging, fewer and fewer catalogers will be needed, assuming the rate of pub-
lishing output remains stable. Yet, on the other hand, one should also recognize
that the demand of quality will be much greater. In cooperative efforts, a mistake
or "sloppiness" committed by a cataloger will not be confined to the catalog of
one library alone since the record input into a database will be used by many other
libraries. The consequences of a "small" mistake in a cooperative cataloging
database can be extremelv costlv.2s

C't**T Issups

new, computer-assisted methods seem better suited to practical than theo-
retical aspects of cataloging. They appear particularly promising for as-
sis.tlng students who wish to accumulaie hands-on experience and specific
skills beyond the requirements or content of their courses.

This last issue-time devoted to cataloging instruction-is the most seri-
ous one facing educators in the 1980s. This review reveals that space for
cataloging instruction in library school curricula decreased throughout the
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century as other worthwhile topics were introduced, as clerical training
was eliminated from graduate programs, and as technological advances
seemed to reduce the long-term need for cataloging instruction. In the last
decade a vision of a world with very few, highly specialized catalogers and

versity, led this criticism:

Some library educators defended themselves against this criticism by as-
serting that students entering library school have already rejected catalog-
ing as a specialty. White, dean of Indiana University's School of Library
and Information Science, argued,
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In 1985, the Cataloging and Classification Section of ALA's Resources
and Technical Services Division appointed a task force "to conduct pre-
liminary investigations into the stat-ebf recruiting forprofessional cataiog-
ing positions. "t Its report was delivered at the-1986 Annual Convention

Cause and effect are always diffrcult to pinpoint in the analysis of com-
plex problems. Two issues presented in the taak force's report are relevant
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to the question of library education's I
ified catalogers; yet'one wonders v
symptoms of theproblem. First, libra
shortage of qualified cataloging teach
plov few. ill-qualified instructors, students will not be encouragec to pur-

iue cataloging'and will not be well educated for that activity. On the other
hand, if tlie r-anks of professional catalogers afe notpfoducing librarians
who can be hired and tenured by library schools, who can teach comp.e-
tently and inspire imitation, ther6 is a negative impact-on the schools' abil-
ity td develop-future catalogers-and also to improve the_tools, techniques,
poli.i"s and'productivity oT cataloging through scholarly research.-"' 

Second, it is widely aiknowledged that cataloging, as performed by both
paraprofessionals and professionals in this countr!, has become. a mofe
fo-it"* activity in recent years due to automation, standardization, and
new material types. Despite this incrt
library schools reduced cataloging rt
ened their approach to cataloging in
tween what new librarians know and
indeed. Some angry employers imP.
keep up out ofdisrespect for the com
the problem. One might argue inst€
broaden and shorten cataloging cour
inability to train cataloging librarial
master's-level programs."

The CCS Task Force presents a long list of recommendations, only
some of which are directly related to library school education:

1. Librarv schools stroirld examine their curricula to consider whether
offerings in cataloging are sufficiently numerous and deep or atefe-
quired to meet today's needs.

2. A formal study of t6e relative concentration of the various librarian-
ship topics wi[hin the combined graduate curricula should be carried
out, as a first step in identiffing and rectiffing imbalances such as the
apparent underrepresentation of cataloging'

3. Lifirary schools and their faculty shoul-d examine the way in which
cataloling is portrayed throughout the curriculum, regarding both its
nature and its future.

4. Accreditation criteria should be examined in light of the shortage of
cataloging professionals to see how they might be revised to assure
improvement in the situation.

5. Th; ALA Committee on Accreditation and its visiting teams should
keep in mind the central importance of_cataloging.instruction and
convey thei-I perspective to ichools seeking accreditation or reac-
creditation.'"

Trm Furunn-hnsoNu-
SPncur-auoN AND Rncol,nmNoATroNs

It will be interesting to see how the CCS Task Force's recorlmendations
are received in the fb1ary and library education communities, whether its
recommendations wifl b6 foilowed, 

-and 
whether ALA's involvement will
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have any direct or indirect positive effects on the cataloging personnel
market problem. Since the task force has not recommended radical
change, one might anticipate that the report will be met with unenthusiastic
approval by librarians and library educators, that most of its recommenda-
tions will be followed in letter if not in spirit, and that ALA's attention to
theproblem will have some positive, consciousness-raising effect. Height-
ened awareness may lead some library schools to consider offering more
cataloging electives and discouraging students less from pursuing catalog-
ing as a specialty. It may also help employers understand and tolerate less-
than-excellent employment pools and extended training periods for new
cataloging librarians.

These modest changes, however, will not be sufficient to increase signifi-
cantly the numbers of skilled and qualified applicants for catalogin g, catalog

system designers, and cataloging teachers can be drawn.
In the author's opinion, cataloging should continue to occupy a rela-

tively small portion of the common, one-year library school master's de-
gree program. The one or two courses most library school students take
should be designed to introduce cataloging concepts and the principles of
catalog use, to acquaint them with the availability and desirability of cata-
loging as a career specialty, and to identiff those with aptitude for and in-
terest in such a specialty.

The specialty should be available in the second year of two-year master's
degree programs and in "sixth-year" degree or certificate programs. Spe-
cialty programs should be rigorous and structured, including theory, prac-
tical problem solving, and research. Only library schools closely associ-
ated with research libraries should attempt to teach cataloging past the
first, introductory level.

These special schools must cooperate with their related research li-
braries to provide half-time graduate assistantships that help prospective
cataloging students to support themselves while attending school and to
gain realistic, substantial, practical experience. In addition, part-time cat-
aloging instructors as well as prospective full-time library school faculty
should be recruited from the ranks of professional catalogers in research
libraries. The library-library school relationship must also be exploited
for the purposes offaculty research resources and continuing practice op-
portunities for cataloging teachers.

Those in the market must cooperate if these reforms are to work. Pro-
spective employers should seek candidates with a second-year master's
specialty, a sixth-year specialization, or an "ordinary" library school de-
gree combined with substantial preprofessional experience for each posi-
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and Ph.D. programs.
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Northeast Document Conservation
Center: A Leader in Preservation

Ann Russell, Karen Motylewski, and Gay Tracy

- In gl effort to grapple with the library preservation crisis, the New En-
gland Library Board established the Ni:w England Document conserva-
tion center (now the Northeast Documenl conservation cenrer or
NEDcc), the first regional conservation center for materials in libraries
and other document-holdlng institutions. The cenrer opened inlgT3under
the direction of George M. eunha, former conservatoi for the Boston Ath-
enaeum. several states provided start-up grants; additional funding came
from the council on Libla-ry Resources. s'uppori *as to be shared 6y tron-
profit organizations on a fee-for-service baiis.

The original center operated in the basement of the Museum of Ameri-
can Textile History in North Andover, Massachusetts. By 197g, work and
space demands, as well as the need to establish a micrbfilm facility for

Ann Russell is Executive Director, Karen Motylewski is Field Service Director, and Gay
Tracy is Public Relations Assistant at the Northeast Document conservation center.
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Many books treated at NEDCC are valuable as historic artifacts. Al-

toration can include stamping and gold tooling. Again, NEDCC has as-
sembled a collection of traditional and contemporary binder's tools un-
available to most institutions.
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the brittle-book crisis through systematic microfilming.
Unlike most commercial filmers, NEDCC's department has specialized

equipment for filming of brittle bindings, oversized books, architectural
drawings, and newspapers. Filmers are specially trained to handle objects
that other vendors consider difficult or impossible to reproduce because of
size, deterioration, or lack of contrast. In addition, NEDCC filmers can
often preserve aftifacts that others would routinely sacrifice to expedite
photography.

A photographic copying facility was added in 1981 to reproduce deterio-
rating negatives on modern safety film. Collections sent to the center for
copying typically include unstable nitrate negatives, deteriorated premod-
ern safety film, or glass-plate negatives popular in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. A recent project included microfilming and
copying negatives from the complete photo archives of Margaret Bourke
White at Syracuse University. Filming insured preservation and access to
many famous images-among them, the well-known portrait of Gandhi at
his spinning wheel.

Of all NEDCC's activities, the field service function is, perhaps, most
consistent with the center's original goal: bringing preservation within
reach of institutions with limited funds by emphasizing prevention rather
than restoration. Funded by grants from NEH since 1980, field services
include conducting workshops, performing collection surveys, and pro-
viding free telephone consultation and disaster assistance. The Field Ser-
vice Office has provided nearly 200 surveys, many at substantially re-
duced cost, to institutions ranging from historical societies and small
public libraries to archives and research libraries. Such surveys examine
building structures, environment, and storage and handling procedures
with the goal of identiffing hazards and prioritizing actions for long-term
protection ofbooks and paper.

The field service program has enabled many small collections with rich
local, regional, and national resources to reorder internal priorities, enlist
administrative support, and obtain funds for conservation. The survey of-
ten serves as a catalyst, and survey clients have found that the report can
add the weight of authority that tips the balance toward active preservation
efforts.

Emphasizing prevention includes education for disaster preparedness.
A twenty-four-hour disaster-assistance service provides information, ad-
vice, and hands-on help in the face of water and fire damage to paper col-
lections. Telephone assistance is always free. In a major disaster, physical
help may also be provided without charge. When the Frederick Law Olm-
stead national historical site was flooded, NEDCC's field service director
was at the archives a few hours after receiving an emergency call.

The center as a whole is committed to education. Staff members in all
functional areas are available to speak to professional and lay audiences,
conduct workshops, and write articles in order to increase awareness and
build practical skills for preservation planning and conservation. The pa-
per and conservation laboratories offer advanced internships to student
conservators. Several staff members share teaching responsibilities in
preservation courses at Simmons College's School of Library and Infor-
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mation Science. It is NEDCC's hope that participation in these activities
will help alleviate the scarcity oftrained paper conservators and preserva-
tion administrators that currently impedei ongoing protection of our paper
heritage.

Durrng its fifteen years, NEDCC has established itself as a model for
other cooperative library-conservation efforts. The structure of the center
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Research Notes

GTO-RLIN Testing at the
University of Minnesota Libraries:
Preliminary Report

Susanne Nevin

The University of Minnesota libraries are in the process of implementing
the NOTIS integrated system. The three technical processing units of the
university libraries and the Law Library intend to order, receipt and cata-
log all new materials via NOTIS, which will consist of the libraries' tape-
loaded RLIN and OCLC records and all their conversion records currently
being processed by various vendors. In addition, they will load Library of
Congress, National Library of Medicine, and Government Printing Office
tapes, as well as the LC name and subject authority files.

As soon as the local online system is implemented, the libraries will stop
cataloging on RLIN. They will continue using RLIN for search purposes
only and will periodically tape-load their NOTIS records into the RLIN
database. In addition, the libraries plan to use the GTO-RLIN program to
pass catalog records from RLIN to NOTIS directly. The records can either
create or overlay NOTIS records. They plan to use GTO (Generic Transfer
& Overlay) at least until the Linked Systems Project (LSP) is fully opera-
tive.

Tun GTO-RLIN Pnocnavr
The GTO-RLIN program has been developed over the past two years by

Roberta F. Kirby and Bruce A. Miller, systems analysts at NOTIS Sys-
tems, Inc. , and others. The program currently is being tested by staff of the
university's biomedical and law libraries, the two beta-test sites chosen by
NOTIS for this task. The following report outlines the program and sum-
marizes preliminary test results at the Law Library.

Training on GTO took place June 15-16, 1987 ; active testing began June
17. Training consisted of a four-hour introduction to the GTO-RLIN pro-

Susanne Nevin is Associate Librarian and Principal Cataloger at the University of Minne-
sota Law Library.
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tures.
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Portion of GTo e*""ptiontffi2oirptuying Error Messages

member copy, testing is being conducted with both options in mind, i.e.,
we are passing both member copy and our own RLIN records.

IMPLEMENTATION AND PROBLEMS

Each of the two test sites was given a test database consisting of some of

any other RLIN member copy. It did not turn out that way, however.
After testing the first few records, a major problem for the Law Library

became obvious. All records (our own RLIN and member copy) passed
into the university libraries' test processing unit (P3) instead of into Law's
(LT). (This bug is partly fixed at this writing. The Law Library's own
RLIN records are now being transferred into the correct processing unit,
but RLIN member copy passed by Law still goes into the university li-
braries' test unit.) This hampered testing of certain transactions. For ex-
ample, location and holdings manipulation of NOTIS records in LT and
subsequent overlay with an RLIN member record currently is impossible.
It is a programming problem and can be resolved by associating the proc-
essing unit with the individuat GTO microcomputer.

Another problem concerns the MARC 035 field and affects both pro-
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RLIN Record Cataloged by Law Library

cessing units. Whenever a record is passed from RLIN to NOTIS, an 035
field containing the RLIN ID and record number is created. The 035 field
is instrumental during the overlay transaction. The system will overlay a
NOTIS record correctly only if its first 035 field is identical to the RLIN ID
and record number of the record passed. In other words, if one wants to
overlay a previously passed NOTIS record with the same RLIN record
(e. g. , for updating) , the 035 field is already present; if one wants to over-
lay an existing NOTIS record (e.9., a provisional, erroneous, or substan-
dard record) with a better RLIN record, one needs to add the RLIN ID and
record number into the first 035 field position of the NOTIS record. Cur-
rently, however, only the numeric portion (year, format code, and record
number) of the RLIN ID is converted to the 035 field, preceded by a default
code (MNU) regardless of the source of the RLIN record. As the numeric
portion of the RLIN ID is not unique, accidental overlays or creation of
duplicate records may occur.

The structure of the GTO-created 035 field is being corrected as follows:
1. For the institution's own record. the 035 would include its NUC
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Figure 4
Same Record after Transfer to NOTIS

code, followed by the complete RLIN ID and record number. An examp-le
of a record passed by the Law Library from RLIN to NOTIS is (MnU-L)
MNUL85-M450 (see figures 3 and 4).

2. For a member record. subfield c of the 035 field in NOTIS would
include a default NUC code used for RLIN member copy in general, fol-
lowed by the complete RLIN ID and record number of the member record
passed. The default code currently under consideration is (CStRLLt!.-el^example 

of a passed RLIN member record for an 035 field in NOTIS is
(c s TRLIN)ABCD8 6 -823 4 .

SumumY oF GTO Tnsr Rnsur,rs
AS OF snrrnvrunn ls, 1987

Catalog and acquisitions records pass; temporary "Save" records do

cannot be used with an RLG CJK (Chinese/Japanese/Korean) terminal.
The GTO-RLIN program supports most fields within the MARC

000-999 range. Rlt Uibliographic datain this range are converted, includ-
ing local fields such as 035, 590, and 690. Passing holdings information
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most often includes the classification number, assigned by an institution.
As we are interested in using good RLIN member copy, including the clas-
sification number, this is a field we wish to see retained during th-e transfer
process.

Whel passing an institution's own record (after cataloging and/or updat-
lqg1t_!ru or.RLIN), all local data are converred to ihe corresponding
NOTIS fields-e.g., the footnote (FNT) field, and all record-lev-el hold--

length, and information gets cut off); copy information (COP) and mate-
rial description (MDES) are converted to field 955 and to the NOTIS vol-

CoNcr,usroNs

puter center, we were soon up and running again.
We are waiting for installation of major bug repairs. After that, we wish
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RTSD Annual Report

Judith P. Cannan, RTSD Past-President

FrNaNcllr nNo M,lNncnnrnr Mlrrens

Many changes since June 1986 were due to RTSD's financial situation. It be-
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vertising in Library Resources & Technical Services (LRT|)._$evgral institutes
from wfr-ich RTSD had budgeted a profit were canceled, and of the four held, one
ran a deficit. Because of ihis, the Executive Committee reluctantly agreed in
March 1987 that the final issue of IRTS for FY1987 must be limited to sixty-four

committees rebuild RTSD's financial strength.
To strengthen the division's officers andiaise their awareness, RTSD revised

its orientatfun program fornewly elected and appointedofficials. In 1986, Bunnell
introduced an Administrative Newsletter for the RTSD Board of Directors that was
extremely helpful in summarizing current events of importance to RTSD at ALA
headquarters. It will be continued by Karen Muller.

AcHmvB\4BNTS RELATING ro rHE ALA MIssIoN

tional Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), supporting and encguraging the
exchange of preservation information between PLMS and IFLA's Conservation
Section-and the development of an international database ofbibliographic and re-
source information.

The RTSD Board endorsed resolutions drafted by the Federal Librarians Round
Table and Government Documents Round Table (brought by the Resources Sec-
tion) concerning the Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) proposed priva-
tization of Natibnal Technical Information Service (NTIS). The need for Con-
gress to authorize funding to implement a pilot project for dissemination of

[overnment information irielectronic format throultr the depository library sys-
tem was recommended.

Thomas J. Galvin, executive director of ALA, asked the RTSD Board to review
issues concerning the governance of the Joint Steering Committee (JSC) and the
Anglo-American-Cataloguing Rules (AACR2). An ad-hoc committee was estab-
lisied to examine JSC ind the AACM revision and publishing agreement. The
resolution endorsed by the board reads as follows:

The RTSD Board proposes that existing contractual agreements be revised or
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new ones drawn uo that include clear definition of the following terms:
AACR aurhor bbOies
AACR copyrighr holders
AACR-publishers-with an accurate statement of the responsibilities and

relationships between AACR author bodies, copyrightholders and puu-
lishers.

we also recommend that the present three copyright holders remain the onlycopyright holders.
. Finally, an updated publishing agreement be written to accommodate the inclu-

slon ot modern technologies and references to revised and future u.S. copyrightLaws."
At a later date, detailed comments were sent to Galvin concerning the involve-ment of JSC in the revision of AACM and rerating particularly io "the rottowing

matters:
. terms of representation on JSC
r adding to JSC representation
o use of proceeds that go into the common revision fund
o method of approval for AACR translations
. appropriate individual to represent ALA.

CoNrrNutNc EoucerroN

CouurrrnE Acrrvtrrns, Etc.
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cipient of the 1987 Piercy Award.
Catalog Form and Function, led by Randal Ericson, is another new committee

formed in FY1987. Its forerunner was an interdivisional committee, but members

bers are adequately supported. The motion recommended that no new standing
organizational uniis be established without approval from ALA Council until the
an-alysis is complete. Because the traditional&stinctions betw_een given areas of
Hbrdry science ire blurred, it is no longer clear which areas ofresponsibility fall
within each division of the association.

The Audiovisual Committee, led by its new chair, Bruce Johnson' completed
existing projects and initiated new ones, including review ofall the liaisons to the
commiitee. As a result, communication among AV librarians improved consider-

by ALA in August 1987.- 
These are onl=y a few of the accomplishments of twenty-three divisionwide com-

CoxcrusroN

of members and officers. Thank you.
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Cataloging and Classification
Section: Annual Report
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sion Group for its annual meeting.
Severalbutside committees impact on CCS and its work. CCS representatives

to those comrnittees kept its membership informed of relevant policjes and activi-
ties to ensure that the iection acts in an informed manner and in harmony with

the profession as a whole.

Preservation of Library Materials
Section: Annual Report

Margaret M. Byrnes, Past-Chair
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Humanities,- ARL preservation statistics, experiences of preservation librarians
hired_to egt1bliqh new programs, and the world war I miciofilming project of the
New York Public Libiary.
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gram on staff and user preservation education was well attended and well-
ieceived. An array of speakers provided the theoretical background for. preserva-
tion education as well as practiial tips on training. Particularly appreciated were
the generously stuffed packets of sample educational materials distributed 10 plo-
grair attende6s. Task fbrces of the Education Committee are now organizing $e
t9g8 New Orleans preconference on disaster prevention and planning_ and an in-
stitute on commercial library binding scheduled for late September 1988. Just be-
ginning to take shape for the following year are plans for a preconference on teach-
ing preiservation in library schools and an institute on planning.and implementing
prEs-ervation programs. Other Education Committee attivities include revision of
itre pI-tvtS bibliography on preservation, updating of the Preservation Educqtion
Directory , and aiorirpilation of preservati6n couise outlines and teaching aids.

Meetings of PLMS committees and discussion groups during the past year seem
to have bden imbued with a new sense of excitement and optimism. A major fac-
tor, of course, is increased involvement in preservation by both CLR and National
Endowment for the Humanities and hopes for the success of CLR's new Commis-
sion on Preservation and Access. A second cause, however, may be the recogni-
tion that, after seven years, PLMS has reached a level of maturity and thus can
begin to concentrate more energy on examining new.issues and building stronger
reiitionships with other groups-.-Third may baanticipation of a reorganized and
revitalized committee structuie that should be able to address more effectively the
current and future concerns of section members. Finally, there is the constantly
renewed feeling of satisfaction that comes from working with such an ener_get_ic
and committed group of people. It has been a gteat pleasure to serve as PLMS
chair this vear.

Reproduction of Library Materials:
Annual Report

Jack Pontius, Past-Chair

The fifty-first year of RLMS began with discussions of whether the section was
still viabld or shduld be combined with the Preservation of Library Materials Sec-

library reprographics.
Effirrtslo disseminate information about library reprographics continue to be a

major emphasis. More than 300 attendees heard the section's program in San
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wqlk to identify and microfilm missing titles in the Ameri-
r. The committee is now turnins its attention to other formscan Fiction Collect
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Resources Section: Annual RePort

Gail Kennedy, Past-Chair
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_ The growing involvement of public librarians in the Resources Section was con-
firmed by the election of Nora K. Rawlinson of Baltimore County Public Library
as vice-chair/chair-elect for 1988. The Nominating Committec was chaired by
Barry Baker.

The RS Executive Committee charged an ad hoc task force, chaired by Gay
Puqrylly.to continue developing an-nf'p for software to update the Ndtionil
Shelflist count and to recommenii a permanent structure in which to support this
valuable effort in the future.

The Resources Section had a productive year. The stressful climate for acquisi-
tions and collection development librarians brought us together with ren6wed
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vigor and a firm belief that only by facing the challenges collectively will we and
ou-r institutions prevail. William Schencli, incoming section chair, takes the reins
of an organizati-on deeply involved in supporting a variety of needs in the field of
librarv resources.

Serials Section: Annual Report

Marlene Sue Heroux, Past-Chair

GODORT Liaison, and non-ALA groups including the North American Serials
Interest Group (NASIG) and the Serials Industry Standard Advisory Committee

at-large, joining Linda Visk and Mary Ellen Clapper. Candidates Carolyn J.
Mueller and Kathleen Schweitzberger deserve thanks for their willingness to run
for vice-chair and memberat-large, respectively. Julia Blixrud continues in her
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the committee as its first member to serve a two-vear term. Ann Vidor. as Chair of
The Worst Serial Title Change of the Year Comrnittee, worked hard with her com-
mittee to lighten the load of serials librarianship with their humorous perspective
on the zany world of serials publishing. This year's overall Worst Serial title
C!1nge of the Year Award is the Multiple Disaster Award earned by the Journal
of Polyner Science for changing the n-ames and letter designationi of all of its
parts.

The Policy and Research Committee, directed by Carolyn Mueller, spent the
year refining the Section Commiffee Review Document to streamline the review

rectory of Speakers" compiled by the Regional Serials Workshop Committee was
turned down for publication, and the committee tabled publicatibn efforts.

Another committee whose efforts have resulted in a volume for publication is
the Committee on Union Lists of Serials. Cochairs Dianne Ellswonh and Mark
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The Research Libraries Discussion Group had 140 enthusiastic people crowded
into its meeting at Midwinter and Annual Conference. Miriam PaIm and Mary
Case enthusiasiically cochaired tle Discussion Group Meetings on topics includ-
ing the license to photocopy,,vendor selection for foreign materials, CD-ROM
technology, and strategies for coping with serials price increases.

Two more regional Serials Cataloging Institutes were held in Pittsburgh in Oc-
tober and in Loi Angeles in March. The section looks forward to upcoming insti-
tutes scheduled for Fort Worth and Boston.

Decimal Classification
Editorial Policy Committee:
Annual Report

Lois Mai Chan, Chair

DCEPC.
At the November meeting, the committee welcomed David A. Smith as the

newly appointed chief of the Decimal Classification Division.
Diicussions and actions taken during the November 1986 meeting include the

following:

This can be evaluated on the basis of literary warrant :rmong other factors. A
relocation affecting a large number of bibliographic items should be carefully
considered before it is made.

2. Draft. schedules for Edition 20
A. After carefrrl examination and lengthy deliberation the following sched-

ules were approved for incorporation into Edition 20 with minor adjustments,
subject to editorial refinement:

280 Denominations and Sects of the Christian Church
310 Statistics
330 Economics (question of 334.5086 versus 658.8707, management of con-
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sumer cooperatives, will be reviewed again when the 658 schedule is revised)
790 Recreation and performing arts 

-

Table I Standard subdivisions-
Table 7 Persons

. .P. rF following schedules were approved in principle with a number of de-
tails to be reexamined by the editors and presenGd to the committee at a later
meeting for further revlew:

320 Political science-The following numbers will be reviewed ag ain: 323 .1,
?2?.3,323.4 (Civrlrights);.324.2411:.2429 (political parries of Cieat Britainj
to be reviewed by the British representative;324.269 (Portical parties of South
Afnca) to be referred back to the Decimal classification Diviiion for further
research and consultation with experts on South Africa.

370 Education-The committee asked to see the schedule again with the fol-
lowing changes: 376 (Education of women not to be relocated i"n view of a possi-
ble phoenix schedule in a later edition); 379.1 (Finance ofeducation in canada)
to be.reviewed again; 374 (Adulr eduiation) tobe divided like :7t lceniratitiei
oI eoucatlonl.

380 commerce-The following c,hqnges were recommended by the commit-
le^e, 91{er_of precedence proposed roi gg+ (communication) 6e applied to
3UJ-3EE ('l'ransporration)_ also: 381.55 (Television) be revamped uiing the
same numbers as Edition 19 instead of relocating to 3g4.56.

s ofindividual languages), Table 5 (Ra-
e 6 (Languages)-These schedules were
s relating to South Africa, which will be
ts and appropriate ALA committees.

:hedules for Table 2 were approved with the ex-
ception of numbers relating ro ontario (-7 13 +) , which wili be reviewea uy the
committee again, captions-and notes for British cities to be reviewed by ttre 

-srit-

rsi representative, and numbers relating to south Africa (-6g*)-to be re-
viewed after consultation with outside eiperts and ALA groups.

c. The following schedules, approved in principle at eilier'meetings contin-
gent upon further revisions, were ieviewed lgain ino approved by the-commit-
tee:

780 Music
3-9!-307 Sociology and anthropology
070. I Documentaiy, educatiorial, riews media
025.2 Collection d6velopment and acquisitions
091 Manuscripts
3. Editorial advice

tm the committee regarding upcoming
hat the division shoul-d procEed with thE
munication engineering) in accordance
to the editor's proposed change ofcita-
the comrnittee decided that the matter
rn after the publication of Edition 20.

sponsibre for in-depth review "f i"di"id;;T;;: silJilT#dSlliYi,il i,i"fr-
bers will be asked to indicate their choice 6f indexes to be reviewed.

4. Other business
. Arngl{ wajenberg was elected by acclamation to serve his second term as

vrce-chair.of EPC beginning in January 19g7.
Lrrscussions and actions taken at the April 1987 meeting are summarized be-

low:
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1. Draft schedules for Edition 20
A. After careful review and lengthy deliberation, the committee approved

the following schedules for incorporation into Edition 20 with suggested adjust-
ments, subject to editorial refinement:

200 Religion excluding 280, approved in Nov. 1986
350 Public administration and military science
366-369 Association and insurance
510 Mathematics
530 Physics
560 Paleontology
590 Zoology
600-609 Generalities of Technology
610-619 Medicine except for topics related to substance dependence and to
public health to be reviewed inionjunction with the schedule for 360-365
(Social problems and services)
650 Management and auxiliary services
800 Literature
900 History except period subdivisions for Central America
Table 2 Aieas: Reglonal fieatment; Turkey in Europe; the Anglent World

(-3); Europe (-4); Asia (-5); Africa (-6); United States (-73-79); and On-
tario (-713)

Table 3 Literature
B. Approval of the schedul e for 621 .38 (Electronic and communication engi-

neering) was deferred, pending consultation with outside experts._.
C. The following schedules, which had been reviewed at an earlier meeting,

were reexamined after further revision by the editors:
306.44 Sociology of language
323 Civil rights
324 .2 P olitical parties
324.268 Political parties of the Republic of South Africa
370 Education
384.55 Television
The revisions were approved by the commiftee.
2. Editorial advice on index
900 History-The committee felt that recapitulation of schedule captions in

the index would be unnecessary. Library of Congress Subiect Headings should
be consulted for additional terms to be included in the index.

IN MEMORIAM

Jeanne M. Holmes, former chief, Resource Development Division, Na-
tional Agricultural Library, died of cancer March 28 at her home in Sea Is-
land, Gebrgia. Holmes was a life member of ALA and an active member of
RTSD.

Mary Lee Bundy, faculty member since 1965 at the College of Library
and Information Science, University of Maryland, died on August 2.
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1987 Division/Section Awards

Best of LRTS Award, 1987
Patricia A. McClung

' u -  
- l

I

Left: Stephen E. Wiberley, Jr., committee chair, and award
recipient Patricia A. McClung.
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Esther J. Piercy Award, 1987
John Kenneth Duke
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Margaret Mann Citation, 1987
Dorothy J. Glasby

Lefi: Desretta McAllister-Harper, committee chair, and award recipient
Dorothy J. Glasby.
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committee.

READERS, PLEASE NOTE: The Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Li-
brarianship Award for 1987 will appear in the next issue of
ZRZS_Ed.
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Resources Section/
Blackwell North America
Scholarship Award, 1987

\efi: Sra Heitshu, committee chair; Ann Okerson, award recipient; Basil
Stunn Stubbs , director, School of Library , Archival and Informaiion itudies ,
Uni.versity of British Columbia; and laik Watsdorf, Bta;kwell North Amer-

The 1987 Blackwell North America Scholarship Award has been pre-
sented to Ann okerson for her publication "Periodical prices: A Hisiory
and Discussion," which appeared in Advances in Serials Management,
volurne 1, 1986. The award-citation was presented to okerson at"the Re-
sources and rechnical Services Division membership meeting held June
27 , 1987 . The scholarship award of $1,000 from Blaikwell N-orth Amer-
i9a, !nc. was presented to the School of Library, Archival, and Informa-
tion Services at the University of British Columbia.

In her article, Okerson gathered together valuable and thought-
provoking information about periodical piicing, one of the most interest-
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ing and perplexing issues facing librarians,to{a_y. Sheplovided us with a
wiatttr oT informalion and challenges us to look beyond her work for solu-

Blackwell North America Scholarship Award Cornmittee.
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Book Reviews

Te chnical Standards : An Introduction

. Technical standards have played an
important role in libraries since ihe es-
tablishment of the de facto standard for

standards-development process and the
avenues for influencing it.

Crawford's Technicdt Snndards: An
Introductionfor Libraians goes a long
w_ay toward meeting that need. In spite
of the title of his w6rk, Crawford fro-
vides far more than an introduction:

X3.  and ISO. Appendixes inc lude
"Layers of Standaids in a Library Cat-
alog" and lists of subcommittees.
working groups, and members of stan-
dards agencies active in developing
standards applicable to libraries and thE

work. Technical Standsrds: An Intro-
duction fo.r Librarians is well orga-
nized, written in a highly accessible
style, and contains definitions and ex-
planations where necessary, but not in
over-elaborate detail. An effective in-
dex and system ofcaptions allow for se-
lective and discriminating use. This
book is both useful and isable: it is
highly recommended to all technical
services librarians who need to become
better informed on technical standards
and it is indispensable to those who
want to take an active role in influenc-
ing the standards process.-"/oe A. He-
witt, Universiry of North Cqrolina at
Chapel Hill.

Managing Special Collections. By
A. M. Scham. New York: Neal-
Scl1rmal, 1987. 201p. paper, 935.
(rsBN o-9r82r2-98-7). LC 86_
t@31.
This new volume joins one other re-

cent monograph on special collections
administration: Roderick Cave's Rare
B-ooks Libra rianship (2ded. . Hamden,
C9nn.: Shoe String, 1982). Unhappily,
while Cave is weik, Sctram is worie.
Scham's writing is poor, and his book
marred by pervasive typographical er-
rors. One might overlook these flaws if
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the book's contents were worthY of
their subject. They are not. Scham has
not produced a complete waste of read-
ers' time. but his book comes close to
beine iust that.

Art6r some brief platitudes about the
value of rare books and manuscripts,
Scham discusses acquisitions policies;
briefly analyzes budgets and planning;
and proceeds to classification, catalog-
ing, and automation. He surveys con-
seivation and preservation; public rela-
tions; appralsals, insurance, and
security; and gifts, exchanges, and en-
dowments. He ends with a how-to for
the would-be writer of departmental
and library annual reports. These top-
ics are treated without relation to one
another. Budgets, for instance, affect
exhibitions andpublications. In view of
Scham's expansive recommendations
for exhibitions and publications, their
budgetary implications merit at least a
glance. Individual chapters, as well as
ihe last forty-eight pales of his book,
are plumped up with lists of organiza'
tions. national libraries, and reference
tools of limited value, completeness,
and accuracy.

The virtues of Scham's chapters are
few. It is not useless to be reminded that
special collections benefit from clear
a'cquisitions goals, or that senior li-
brary administrators might do well to
improve their acquaintance with pres-
ervation and conservation concerns.
Scham's discussion of insurance sug-
gests several options for curators to
consider. His provision of representa-
tive gift and deposit forms is a service,
and Scham says reasonable things
about gifts generally. These are not vir-
tues enough.

Discussing budgets, Scham notes
"the problems posed by special collec-
tions" and emphasizes the "unique-
ness and the quality of . . . [the] mate-
rials" (p.23) of special collections
departments. Such attitudes are tradi-
tional enough, but they do not help spe-
cial collections administrators, whose
pleas based on uniqueness can easily be
perceived by senior administrators as

pleas for special favors. Also, they
iren't true. Special collections are
unique, if at all, in combining most of
the iunctions of an entire library within
one departmental unit; but this makes
them representative of the whole rather
than dislinct from it. (Moreover, from
the point of view of researchers-
indifferent to distinctions of age, rarity,

for the Hunt Institute as a model for the
treatment of printed books (p.47ff.),
but most cataloging departments would
resist treating ii as a practicable model
for their work (it is not acataloget'sre-
sponsibilitv to do scholars' work for
them). In 

-an 
era of online cataloging,

moreover, such cataloging won't be
done because economics prohibit it.
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provides a good model for all the rest of
us (p.81) ;  and that  Newberry 's
1981-82 publications tist (p.84-85;
serves as a model for other libraries'
publication programs. Nowhere is
Scham's special collections adminis-
trator said to seek grants or foundation
support: a curious omission. Scham's
planet sounds very nice. It does not re-
semble the one on which most special
collections personnel work.

Managing Special Collections does
not encograge a reviewer's charity. It
says little, and that badlv.-Daniel
lqayter, Universiry of Pehnsylvania,
Philadelphia

LC- !!e,I4g tpretations a/ AACR2,
1_978- 1986, First lJpdate (CSB 2d:
!1. Zacum. ed. Sally Tseng, comp.
Metuchen, N.J.: Sc'arecrow tg87.
1v.  loose- leaf ,  $32.50 ( ISBN 0-
8 108- 1991 -0). Lc 85-14527.

. Sally Tseqg's LC Rule Interpreta-
tions of AACR2, second cumulat6d edi-

compilation in looseleaf format of the
most current LCRIs arranged by
AACR2 rule number. The First Updaie
to the second cumulated edition incor-
p^orates all interpretations through
9fB,l_o.ll (Spring 1986). pages of tIe
First Update ieinierfiled intdthe main

entry. This arrangement allows direct
access for the cataloger trying to ascer-

For 20 years GRC has been
bringing the latest technology to
libraries. Now GRC has two in-
novative CD-ROM products,
LaserQuest and LaserGuide.

LaserQuest is a superior cata-
loging system with the largest
and most appropriate database in
the world. Therefore, retrocon hit
rates often exceed 930/0.

LaserGuide is a patron catalog
that provides friendly access to
your collection. Patrons exper-
ience the excitement of discovery
as they use Lasercuide to un-
cover the valuable resources of
your library.

As always, our products are back-
ed by a customer support staff
with an unparalleled reputation
for responsive and appropriate
assistance.

Consider GRC. Call Darcy Cook
at (800) 235-6788 or coltect at
(805) 964-7724.
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tain the latest interpretation of a given
rule, as well as for the cataloger who is
not familiar with the appropriate rule
for a specif,rc problem. Along with ad-
ditions and revisions to the LCRls, the
First Update includes information from
CSB, nos.28-33 on LC projects, such
as the Linked Systems Project, and on
local LC procedures. These are ar-
ranged in the index alphabetically by
topic.'Given 

the nature of Tseng's work.
the most critical features for the cata-
Ioging practitioner are currency and
eaie dtitse. With the First Updnie, LC
Rule Interpretations o/ AACR2 gets
hieh marks on both. It is inevitable that
a iompilation of the ongoing AACR2
rule inierpretations made by LC would
be somewhatbehind. The First Updnte
brings the edition it revises current
within a few CSB issues, which greatly
simplifies the cataloger's research ef-
forti. One rninor qualification is that
the introduction to the work makes a
brief statement about the constantly
changing nature of LCR['s, but it does
not refer the cataloger to CSB issues not
covered by the compilation. This
would be a helpful addition, particu-
larly since the update appeared two
vears and six CSBs after the main vol-
irme. An annual update would be pref-
erable, but a two-year lag is quite ac-
ceptable as long as the connection to
other resources is clearly delineated.

Aside from this omission, the Intro-
duction succinctly describes the pur-

change or revision. A feature Tseng
has retained based on users' comments
is a consecutive pagination system
which further simplifies the updating
process. The filing instructions include
the old page number to be removed and
the new page number to be inserted.

This is a very useful feature for ensur-
ing that page replacement is accurate
and is noi dependent on an understand-
ins. of AACR2 rule number structure.
Ti'e entire rule index is replaced with

volume, Tseng writes that a general in-
dex will be available soon. It did not ap-
pear with the First Update- Although
ihe rule index does list a keYword or
phrase for each rule, a second, alpha-
betical index would enhance access to
the relevant interpretation or related in-
formation. Again, this is a minor quali-
fication.

Microcomputers and Libraries: A Bib'
tiograprtic Sourcebook, BY Thomas
L . -K i l pa t r i ck .  Me tuchen ,  N .J .  :
Scareciow, 1987.  726P. $49.50
( ISBN 0-8108-1977-5) .  LC 86-
3134r.
The author has tackled a very ambi-

tious project in attempting to cover the
entirrJ fi-etA of microcomputers and

to libraries and/or microcomputers on
a resular basis. Standard indexes in the
librirv/information science field were
also r6utinely perused for relevant cita-
tions. Online database searches were
conducted annually, and appropriate
biblioeraphies and other references
*ere cleik"d periodicallY.

Kilpatrick includes a disclaimer that
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the bibliography is not intended to be

tronic Shoebox," an excellent column
in the Americqn Societv of Indexers
Newsletter which revi6wj indexing
software, was not cited, other excellen'l
reviews of indexins software were in-
cluded. Entries iniorporate excellent
detailed annotations which were found
to be helpful in identifying useful
sources.

computer applications currently in use
in libraries are cited. Then th-e focus
moves on to applications for specific
types of libraries such as academic li-
braries, and finally to applications for
specific library functioni-such as cata-
loging.

The work concludes with reviews of

no.15, Fall 1986.)
Look out, everyone! Here comes an-

other clever replay of one of the pub-
lishing industry's latest tricks. This
time, they are remarketing each of the
abovejournal's semiannual issues as a
book! The result is exactly what all li-
brarians with heavily-inflated budgets
need!

This particular "book" proposes to

DEWEY
DECIMAL
CLASSIFICATION'

Numbers  You Can Count  On l

Melvil Dewey: The Man and
the Classification. 1983
r s B N o e l o 6 o s - 3 4 2  $ 1 1 0 0

plus postage and handlitg

Contr ibutors:  Keyes D Metcal l ,
David Kaser,  Dee Garrrson.  Francis
Mrksa,  Wayne A Wiegand,  John P
Comaromi,  W Boyd Rayward,
Gordon Stevenson

"... htghly recommcnded lor any
Ilbnry wlth more than a mlnlmal
collectlon ln llbnry sclence."

College & Re8earch Llbrarles

"... these essays are a must;
llbnrlans wlll llnd most ot them
not only enllghtenlng but also
qulte readable."

The Llbrary Quarterly

"Excellent analysls ol a curlous
rnan,'ossenlral lor knowlng hlm
and underctandlng hls work."

Llbraiy Journel

FOREST PRESS
85 Watervliet Avenue . Albanv. Ny
12206. U S A o (518) 489-8-549

An lnternational Service to Libraries
and lnlormation Centers
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examine "facets of reference publish-
ing and reviewing." Undaunted by the
number of variables involved, the edi-
tors have included brief selections on
many diverse aspects of reference-
source reviewing, publishing and writ-
ine. Thev have even included selec-
t iSns on opt ica l -d isk technologY,
online databases and, oh yes, cost con-
trol!

The resulting potpourri covers too
much, too briefly . . . but certainly not
too welMf you will take my advice,
you will saveyour money to buy half of
a new reference source instead.

ence Librarian so that you maY read
Franklin's article at once ! - Cythia AI-
corn, Emerson College, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts.

Presemation Planning Program: An
Assisted Self-Stutly Manual for Li-
brarics. Expanded 1987 ed. Ed. bY
Pamela W. Darling with Duane E.
Webster. Washington, D.C.: Assn.
of Research Libraries, Office of
Management Studies, 1987. ll7P.
paper, $15 prepaid (Publication
no.SS01).

Preservation Planning Program: Re-
source Notebook. ComP. bY Pamela
W. Darling. Rev. ed. bY WesleY L.
Boomgaarden. Washington, D,C. :
Assn. of Research Libraries, Office
of Management Studies, 1987.
675p. paper, $35 PrePaid (Publica-
tion no.SS02).
The Preservation Planning Program

is one of a series of assisted self-studies
offered by the Association of Research
Libraries, Office of Management Stud-
ies. The authors are knowledgeable in
library preservation and/or in the self-
study methodology.

The manual is a guide to the self-
study process. It contains an introduc-
tion to the issues, suggestions for
studying them, and recommendations

for compiling and disseminating the
results. Users are referred to the note-
book for more detailed information
about preservation toPics.

The^majority of the manual is a reis-
sue of the 1982 edition, and includes

vant. The revisions to the manual con-
sist of thirty-nine additional pages-1
covering two new areas ofstudy: staff
and usdr education, written bY Jan
Merrill-Oldham, and interinstitutional
cooperation, written bY CarolYn
Hariis. These topics are important ad-
ditions that strengthen the program.

The notebook contains reference ma-

normal channels; 2) references to over
two hundred additional items which are

There are more than twice as many ref-
erences in the revised edition as in the
first edition. Approximately three
ouarters of the references are new to
tire list and slightly over halfthe refer-
ences are to works Published since
1982. Most of the references are anno-
tated.

The notebookis unbound. The repro-
ductions are generally good, and some
are clearer tlian they were in the pre-
vious edition. The manual has a com-
plete table of contents but no index.
The bibliography serves as an index to
the notebook.

The program is well constructed and
practical. Although the program ts tn-
tended primarily for large academic li-
braries-which have the staff to under-
take a formal self-study, it would be
possible to use the material in an infor-



mal self-study or for reference. It will
be helpful to anyone concerned with li-
brary preserv ation. - Martha Hons_
com, Univ er sity of Wyoming, Inramie.

Univerciry Librafics in Transitinn. Bv
James A. Hyatt and Aurora A. Santi-

on site visits and documents provided by
the host institutions.

- The goals of this study were to ana-
lyze.the management bf the library
within the context of overall campus-
wide objectives and to examine the im-
pact oftechnological change on library
operations. Thus the three to f,rve peo-
ple interviewed as part of each iase
study are all upper eihelon administra-

respect, the study is a little different
trom other surveys done in response to
automation, such as the ARL SPEC Kit
Automation and Reorganization oJ
Technical and Public Sbrvices or the
Automation Inventory of Research Li-
braies, also produced-by ARL. For
some librarians, it may seem as thoush
much in-house detail is lost because-.of
this emphasis. However, it must be re-
membered that the library is only one
part ofa large service industry piovid-
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ing education to the nation's students-
a goal we can occasionally lose sight of
as we pursue the daily grind.

The case studies themselves are ex-
tremely interesting, specifically the
hlstory of automation at each site, and
the particular role of the university li-
brarian in shaping the l ibrary'i re-
sponse to automation. Each institution
was particularly fortunate in having a
director whose eloquence, forcefirl-
ness, and vision pushed it to the fore-
front in this now not-so-new age of au-
tomation.

There is a seventeen-page overview
that succinctly lists the aims of the
study and draws some excellent general
conclusions. It also reminds us that

t ional  goals,  object ives,  and
priorit ies.-Gil l ian M. McCombs.
State University of NewYorkat Atbany.

Advances in Iibrary Administration
and Organization: A Research An-
nual. Y.6, 1986. Ed. by Gerard B.
McCabe and Bernard kreissman.
Greenwich,  Conn. :  JAI ,  1986.
323p. $5a.50 (ISBN 0-89232-724-
3).
The sixth volume inthe Advances in

Library Admini s tration and Or ganiza-
fion series contains nine essavs-two of
which deal with technical services con-
cerns. The remaining seven articles
cover library resource sharing in Mas-
sachusetts, new approaches to biblio-
graphic instruction for freshmen at col-
leges in South Carolina and
Pennsylvania, proactive public library
management, the theory of information

Of the two technical services related
articles, Carol E. Chamberlain's is the
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more interesting. Chamberlain pro-
vides a good overview ofthe types of
management reports available from au-
tomated acquisitions systems and ex-
amines the role of these systems and re-
por ts  in  management Planning int 'F iscal  Planning in  Academic L i -
braries: The Role of the Automated Ac-
quisitions Svstem." The author advo-
iates using acquisition systems for
more than ordering and receiving mate-
rials by using them to perform statisti-
cal analysis of expenditures data, to
provide support for collection assess-
ment and fund allocation, and to project
future costs based on economic trends.
Although the author's perspective is
academic library based, the concepts
are easily transferable to other library
settings.

The centralized processing center at
the University of South Carolina (USC)
is described in "The Evolution of an
Endansered Species: Centralized Proc-
essingtenteri and the Case of the Uni-
versity of South Carolina" by Chql-
maine B. Tomczyk and Linda K.

to be of much use to other sites inter-
ested in establishing, or monitoring the
progress of, processing centers. Dugan
and Tricarico's essay on resource shar-
ing in Massachusetts is a much more
readable historical account of resource
sharins in a specific state.

Criticism oithis series in the past has
centered on the lack of focus for indi-
vidual volumes, the inclusion of arti-
cles unrelated to management, and the
academic library bias of theauthors. It
is worth noting that this volume's con-
tents are almost entirely devoted to
practical management concerns or dis-
iussions of management theories.

There is a mix of library types repre-
sented in the articles themselves and the
authors' affi l iations. However,
whether by chance or plan, three essays
do represent the viewpoints of librari-
ans, ficulty, and staff of the University
of South Carolina.

The majority of essays in this year's
Advancei in Library Administration
and Organization are worth reading
and several, such as Osburn's on infor-

for libraries with a research emphasis
in library and information services.-
Margie Epple, Rutgers UniversitY,
New Brunswick, New JerseY-

Catnlogtng Music: A Manual for Use
with AACR2. BY Richard P.
Smiraglia. Lake CrYstal, Minn':
Soldier Creek Pr., 1986. 181P. Pa-
per, $35 (ISBN 0-936996-19-6). LC
86-31615.

beginning music cataloger. .
ehapter I concerns descriptive cata-

loginrand provides a gloss on the gen-
eril iules in AACM as well as those
special rules for music and sound re-
cbrdings. Chapters 2-4 outline the
choice and construction of access

notable changes and improvements'
not the least oI which is iti looks. Stur-
dily paperbound and produced using a



fairly sophisticated combination of mi-
crocomputer hardware, software, and
printers, the volume has been well-
served by its designers (all ofwhom are
gratefully credited). The price is justi-
fied.

th is  genre than "popular  music, ' ,
which denotes simfly- "well loved";
(2) update of the cohiordance/index of
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dance/index above as in the first edi-
t ion) ,  inc luding e ighty-seven
subheadings under ihe terri.uitfurm ti-
tle.

A new distinction is made within this
obviously complex concept, namely
the initial title ilement, defined in thb
glossary as , 

' 'the basis for a uniform ti-

idea. Smiraglia states it more simply in
his introduction (p.xiii): "An initjal ti-
tle element is the base title on which the
catdoger builds to create a unique ac-
cess point for a work," and not-es that
this additive conc€pt became the key to
reordering the rules for construction of
uniform titles in the consolidated re-
printing of AACR2 now in press. The
author, who is chair of the eommittee

AFFORDABLE SOLUTION
To Dust And Allergy In Your Library

SPECIAL PROBLEMS? NO PROBLEM!
From simple cleaning to complete restoration. From private collections

to the largest library in the City. We Do Them All!

Professional Cleaning Of Books And Shelves.
Refurbishing And Chemical Stabilization Of Leather Bindings.
Rebacking, Book Repairs, Binding.
Deacidification And Encapsulation Of Paper Materials.

FAST T RELIABLE . EXPERIENCED
Over 1,500,000 Books This Yea Alone

For infomation md fne estimate call:
STEVENRINK
(212) 576-7346 or (718) 36L-2412,

or wite

CARE OF COLLECTIONS, INC
39-45 Crercent St LIC, N.Y 11101

A UNIQUE BOOK CLEANING AND PRESERVAXTON SERVICE
(Cunently Working For New York Public Library)
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on Cataloging: Description and Access
(CC:DAI Resources and Technical
Services' Division, cogently outlines

teaching, both in an academic class-
room aid on the job. It will also be a
useful reference fbr those who catalog
music only occasionally. Revisions to
the table of contents, the format, and
the new index enhance its value as a

son, Eastmnn School of Music, Univer-
sity of Rochester, New York.

As with the Previous section, the
shelflist manual is issued in loose-leaf

The manual consists of thirty-three
memoranda (one to twenty-seven pages
each, averaging about five pages).is-
sued bv ttrJsuUiect Cataloging Divi-
sion since 1970 and standardized and
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policies can be inserted into the man-
ual. This manual would also be valu-
able for a library science course in LC
classification and cuttering. Libraries
that subscribe to the LC shelflist in mi-

purchasing.-Richard E. Asher, Indi-
ana State Library, Indianapolis.

ARBAGuide to Library Scicnce Liter-
ature, 1970-1953. Ed,. by Donald
G. Davis, Jr. and Charles b. patter-
son. Libraries Unlimited. 1987.
682p.  U.S. ,  $65;  e lsewhere.  $78
(rsBN 0-87287-585_7). LC 86_
277t2.
As the title indicates, this work is a

retrospective collection of book re-

provide_"a foundation for the coverage
which Library Science Annual, {e-
voted to book reviews along with other
bibliographical surveys, has continued
from 1985 onward." A planned com-
panion volume will review librarv sci-
ence literature from the nineteenth cen-
tury to 1970.

excluded about275 entries that fell into

as communication, computer science,
and education; (5) works described bet-
ter as general than as library science;

of Congress

Matched
Correction
Fluid
For
Xerographtc
Copies
At last a color matched onection flluid for

t0 assure poper color match without smudg-
Ing 0r spoiltng cards.
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(6) annual reports of library associa-
tions and agenties; (7) proceedings and
minutes of annual meetings or confer-
ences; (8) new periodical titles; (9) in-
dividual periodical issues unless spe-
cial editions; and (10) miscellaneous
and ephemeral works. In addition, re-
prints were included only selectively.
ileviews of serial or annual reference
publications have been consolidated
into summaries focusing on the most
recent edition with references to earlier
editions.

specific reviews. Most of the signed re-
views of the original volumes appear
underthe names of the original review-
ers and are printed in the list ofcontrib-
utors. The editorial staff prepared the
unsigned reviews.

G6nerally well done, this bibliogra-
phy is a significant aid to library sci-
bnie reseaich. Both faculty and stu-
dents in library science areas will
appreciate this orientation to the gen-
eitl literature and coverage of specific
areas. Technical services librarians
will also find assistance in researching
their fields of interest. Cataloging and
classification reviews, for instance, ex-
tend more than sixty-two pages. It is in-
teresting historically to see how
AACR2 ind classifrcation have domi-

nated the monograph literature of this
era. The twenty-three pages of collec-
tion development reviews include gen-
eral and reference works, texts and

cate that fewer books were written in
these areas. The section on manage-
ment is substantial, almost as long as
that on cataloging.

Other sections of particular interest
to collection development and techni-
cal services librarians include: automa-
tion and new technologies, audiovisual
and other media, bibliographic control,
information management, retrreval
systems, and networking and resource
siraring. Ifone needs relieffrom press-
ine io6 responsibilities, the section on
hriirior lists three titles that ease the au-
tomation blues.

1986.
This source is a worthY addition to

anv reference collection. For small li-
briries it could serve as a sole guide to
librarv science books of the 1970-83
oeriod. Large libraries should consider
iwo copieslo that technical services
could have one among its "working"
tools. -Lavernq M. Saunders, Univ er'
siry of Nevada, Ins Vegas.
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Public Libraries:
Bridges tothe 21st Century

The Public Library Association
Third National Conference
Lawrence Convention Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
April 27-30, 1988 ,

Co-sponsored by the American Library Trustee Association

':.r. Barbam Tuchman, Hislorian - 0pening General Session

,'i Mr. Bogets in our neiohborhood - Con{erence Luncheon

Conlerence programs to help you learn and decide -

Preconferences
New Product Showcases

TalkTables
Networking

Exhibits

.'1, Keilh Doms - Powet B{mKast
il Robert Theobald, Futurisl - closing sssion

Preconferences/Posl G0nferences t0 locus 0n -

.l Publlc librarycollection development
'r, Video policies and practi@s ior public hbranes

, .t The Public Librarv Development Program

Program and tegistralion Packets
available September 1, 1987 fiom:
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50 E Huron Street
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What looks like a Latin declension
is actually a librarian's nightmare:
the names of three journals pub-
lished in three different languages
in three different countries. The
MLA Directory of Peiodicals makes
it easy to tell them apart.

The Directory of Peiodicals offers
quick, accurate, and comprehensive
information for over 3,000 inter-
national iournals and serials in the
humanities. It provides the essential
facts about serial publications cover-
ing languages, literarures, linguistics,
and folklore, whether printed in the
United States or abroad. Entries list
editors, scope. rules for manuscript
submission, frequency of publica-
tion, circulation, subscriprion prices
and addresses, availability on micro-
form, and languages accepted.
Because the Dtrectory of Penodicals

is indexed by category, researchers
can uncover publications they may
not be aware of simply by looking
under subjects treated, editorial per-
sonnel, sponsoring organizations, or
languages published.

Reviews in Literary Researcb Notes
and Booklist have cited the bienni-
ally updated Directory of Peno&cals
for its accuracy, currency, and
thoroughness.

The durable clothbound library
edition ($100) rs 8th x ll inches,
smyth-sewn bound, and printed on
1O-pound acid-free paper. For
further information or to order the
1988-89 volume (available in spring
1988), write or call Charles Sala-
quarda, Library Subscriptions, MLA,
10 Astor Place, New York, NY
loool-6981; (2r2) 614-6382.



library space and money!

Now Available:

CoreFiche:
Anthologies Listed in
'Grangerb Index to Poetry'
Phase I

o?81 volumes (in 7u17 anthologies) from the first
11 editions of Cranger's IndexJ 50% of all
anthologies indexed, 1900-R. 948 fiche.

.Plus Master Indet: Hard copy author/title index,
with subiect classification to anthology, for
this entiie collection. Fiche/anthology location
citation at author and title entries. (Published
by Poetry Index Press-publisher of Poetry
Index Annual).

rlistprice: $4999.99

Phase II
.298 additionalwlumes (in 295 anthologies) from
the first 11 editions of 'Granger'{ and... Brewton's
'Index to Children's Poetry,' Brunckeris'Subject
Index to Poetry,' Roth's'Foetry Index Annual' and
Sell's'Subject Index to Poetry for Children and
Young Peoplel b. 375 fiche.

.Plts Master Index: Supplement: Hard copy
author/title/first line index, with subject classifi-
cation to anthology, for this entire collection.
Fiche/anthology location citation at author, title
and first line entries.

.List price: $2099.99 *5% discount untiltll3ll8T

CoreFiche:
Boolcs Listed in the EssaY and
General hterature Index'
Phase I

o136 volumes indexed in the First Permanent
Cumulative Edition of the'EGIJ (1900-33).
285 frche.

olist price: $1567.99

Phase II
c290 additionalvolumes indexed in the ltrst Seven
Permanent Cumulative Editions of the 'EGLI'
(1900-69). 331 fiche.

.Listprice: $2499.99

Phase III
o2ffi additional volumes indexed in the first Seven
Permanent Cumulative Editions of the'EGLI'
(1900-69). 300 fiche.

ol.ist Price: 92249.99

It's time. Discover CoreFiche .
Call toll-free today 1-800-327'0295
(in NY State call iollect 516466-3676) for more information and a complete
list of the titles contained in CoreFiche, or write:
Core Collection Micropublications/a division of

Roth Publishing, Inc.
185 Great Neck Road/Great Neck, NY ll02l.


